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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose M is a normal subgroup of the group G and M is a direct 
product of subgroups Li, 1 < id n, which are all the conjugates in G of L, . 
It is shown in [S] that G is an induced extension (this is defined in [5]); 
for our purposes this means that G is determined by the groups G/M and 
N/K, where N is the normalizer on G of L, and K is the direct product of 
all the Li for i> 1. The objective of the present paper is to show that the 
problem of finding the automorphisms of G may be reduced to that of 
finding certain isomorphisms of the groups G/M and N/K. If n = 1, then 
N/K= G and our theorems are trivialities. Thus our results are really 
concerned with the case when n> 1. 
Suppose SI is an automorphism of G. If M*, N*, and K* are the images 
under a of M, N, and K, respectively, then a induces an isomorphism /? of 
G/M onto G/M* and an isomorphism y of NfK onto N*IK*. Further B 
maps the subgroup N/M onto N*!M*, 7 maps M/K onto M*fK*, and /? 
and 7 induce the same mapping of N/M onto N*/M*. (Here we identify 
N/M and N*/M* with (N:K)f( MiK) and (N*/K* )/( M*/K* ), respectively; 
thus the previous statement simply means that if y(Kn) = K*n* for ne N 
and n* EN*, then /?(Mn) = M*n*.) The thrust of the present paper is to 
reverse the above. Namely, suppose fl is an isomorphism of G/M onto 
G/M* for some normal subgroup M* and suppose y is an isomorphism of 
N/K onto N*jK* for some subgroups N* and K* with K* a normal sub- 
group of N*. Assume that K* < M* < N*, fl maps KIM onto N*/M*, y 
maps M/K onto M*/K*, and /I? and 7 induce the same mapping of N/M 
onto N*/M*. If certain other hypotheses are satisfied (the other 
assumptions basically stating that M*, N*, and K* are “like” M, N, and 
K), we show that there is an automorphism u of G such that z induces both 
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In particular, suppose A is the group of all automorphisms of G which 
map L, onto itself. Then every element of A also fixes the subgroups A& N, 
and K. Let B be the set of all ordered pairs (/?, 7) with p an autom,orphism 
of G/M which fixes N:M, ;’ an automorphism of iV/K which fixes M/K, and 
such that p and 7 induce the same automorphism of N/M. Then B is a sub- 
group of the direct product of Aut(G/M) and Aut(N/K). We show that B is 
isomorphic to A/Inn,(G), where Inn,(G) is the group of all inner 
automorphisms of G induced by elements of K. In many cases, B can be 
computed directly and this leads to a determination of A. Since the index of 
A in Aut(G) is just the number of distinct images of L, under the 
automorphisms of G, we are naturally led to the question of seeing whether 
a given subgroup of G can be the image of L, under some automorphism. 
The most important examples satisfying our assumptions are obtained 
by taking M to be a nonabelian minimal normal subgroup of a finite group 
G and L, a simple direct factor of M. The results of the present paper were 
motivated by the desire to determine the automorphism group of a finite 
composite group given the automorphism groups of its composition fac- 
tors. Of course, the finite simple groups have been classified and their 
automorphism groups are known. While it motivated this work, the 
classification itself is not used in this paper. Indeed, it is not necessary that 
G or the number of conjugates of L, be finite. 
A convenient example with which to illustrate the results of this paper is 
that of a wreath product. As a simple example of what is obtained in this 
way, we have 
4.3. THEOREM. Let R and P be finite nonidentity groups and let G be the 
standard wreath product R Wr P. Assume that JPI # 2 or that R is not a 
special dihedral group. Then 
IAut(G)l d lAut(R)I IAut(P)((lRI IHom(R, R)I)“‘-‘. 
If I PI > 2 and equality holds, then R and P are both p-groups for some prime 
p and R is abelian. Conoersely, if R and P are both p-groups with R abelian 
and IRI and IPI are not both 2, then 
lAut(G)J = lAut(R)l lAut(P)l( [RI lHom(R, R)l )“I- ‘. 
Here, as defined in [lo], R is a special dihedral group if R is the 
semidirect product of an abelian group R, in which every element has odd 
order by a cyclic group (t ) of order 2 such that t inverts every element of 
R,. It should be noted that Houghton [7] determined the automorphism 
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group of the wreath product of two finite cyclic groups and his result 
agrees with that given above. In general, although the automorphism 
groups of wreath products, both standard and permutational, have often 
been studied (see [7, 6. 3, 11, 1, 8, 93, for example), detailed results, even 
just to the point of calculating the order of the automorphism group, have 
only been achieved in a few special cases. Using the results of the present 
paper, the author [4] has been able to determine the automorphism 
groups of many finite permutational wreath products. 
2. NOTATION 
The results of this paper are based strongly on theorems in [S]. To sim- 
plify things for the reader, the notation used here agrees in every instance 
with that of [S]. In particular, all homomorphisms and automorphisms 
operate on the left. The cardinality of the set S is denoted by ISI. If f 
is a function defined on the set S and T is a subset of S, then fr is the 
restriction off to T. 
If G is a group, then Aut(G), Inn(G), and Out(G) are the group of all 
automorphisms, the group of all inner automorphisms, and the factor 
group Aut(G)/Inn(G), respectively. If H is a subgroup of G (written 
HQ G), then Inn,(G) is the subgroup of Inn(G) consisting of those inner 
automorphisms induced by elements of H. The group of all automorphisms 
of G which fix H as a subgroup, not elementwise, is NAut,Gj(H). Note that 
Inn,(G) is a normal subgroup of I~~“~,~,(H). The core of H in G is the 
intersection of all conjugates of H; H is core-free if this intersection is one. 
If H is a normal subgroup of G, we write Ha G while H < G or H Q G 
implies that H is properly contained in G. 
As in [S], if a group is a direct product, it is more convenient to deal 
not with the factors in the direct decomposition but with the complements 
of these factors; i.e., in the situation described in the introduction, we prefer 
to deal with the subgroup K rather than with L,. Suppose then that Ki is 
a normal subgroup of A4 for in I and let V= nie, K;. If the natural 
homomorphism of M/V into the direct product of M/K, for i E I is an 
isomorphism onto, then we write M/V = ni, I (M/K,). This is equivalent to 
the following: If xi E M for each i E Z, then nit I K,xi = Vx for some x in M. 
Note that M = n,, I (M/K,) implies that nis, Ki = 1. Also note that all 
direct products in this paper are unrestricted direct products. 
If A and B are groups, then Hom(A, B) is the set of all homomorphisms 
of A into B. Suppose now that B is an abelian group. We will consider 
Hom(A, B) as an abelian group where fg(a) =f(a)g(a) for all f and g 
belonging to Hom(A. B) and c1 E A. If x is an automorphism of A and /I is 
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an automorphism of B, then x and p operate on Hom(A, B) according to 
the rules 
(aff)(a)=f(a-‘(Q)) and (Bf)(a) = D(f(a)) 
for all CZE A and f~ Hom(A, B). Note that c@‘) = b(af). Thus the group 
Aut(A) x Aut(B) acts on the group Hom(A, B). It is a consequence of B 
being abelian that Inn(B) = 1 and zf =f for each f E Hom(A, B) and 
CI E Inn(A). Then Inn(A) x Inn(B) fixes each element of Hom(A, B) and so 
we may regard Hom(A, B) as being acted upon by Out(A) x Out(B). 
Now let H and K be any groups. Since Z(K) is an abelian group and any 
automorphism of K induces an automorphism of Z(K), we obtain an 
action of Aut(H) x Aut(K) on Hom(H, Z(K)). As before, Inn(H) x Inn(K) 
acts trivially and so we have an action of Out(H) x Out(K) on 
Hom(H, Z(K)). Thus it makes sense to talk about the semidirect product 
of Hom(H, Z(K)) by either Aut(H)xAut(K) or Out(H)xOut(K). The 
second of these (with a slight modification) does not occur until later but 
the reason why the first is of interest is the following lemma. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let G be the direct product of the groups H and K. Let A be 
the subgroup of Aut( G) consisting of all automorphisms which map K onto K. 
Then A is isomorphic to the semidirect product of Hom(H, Z(K)) with 
(Aut(H) x Aut(K)). 
Proof: Let B be the group of all automorphisms of G which map K 
onto K and H onto H. Obviously, B is isomorphic to the direct product 
Aut(H) x Aut(K). If CI E A, then a induces automorphisms of both K and 
G/K. It is easy to see that there is a unique DE B such that c( E A,B, where 
A, is the subgroup of A consisting of all automorphisms which fix each 
element of both K and G/K. Then A is the semidirect product of A, by B. If 
7 is a member of A,, then 1’ must map hk into h(f(h)k) for all h E H and 
k E K, where f is a function defined on H with values in K, Since y is an 
automorphism of G. we find that f must be a homomorphism of H into 
Z(K). Hence A, is isomorphic to Hom(H, Z(K)) and the rest follows easily. 
The following simple lemma is a standard result when H is 1 but the 
same argument can be applied to obtain a somewhat more general result 
which is useful in Section 4. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let P be a transitive permutation group on the set I and 
let Q be the normalizer of P in the group of all permutations of I. Let R be 
the stabilizer in Q of some point in I and let H = R n P. Then R g NAutCP,(H) 
and Q/P z NAut~p~(H)/Inn,(P). 
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Proof: Since P is transitive, it follows that Q = PR, the elements of I 
may be identified with the cosets of R in Q, and each coset of R in Q con- 
tains an element of P. Let A = N Au,CP,(H). If ZEA, let a be the mapping 
Rx + Rx(x) for x E P. Then a is well defined since r fixes H, a is a 
permutation of Z, and a-‘ya maps Rx into Rxr( ,:) if x and y are any 
elements of P. Therefore a ~ ‘ya = a( 1). Hence a E Q; further, since a fixes 
the coset R, a E R. Thus we have a mapping from A to R and it is easily 
checked that this is a homomorphism. If a fixes each coset Rx, then 
x(x)x - ’ ERnP=H for all XEP. But the set (z(x)x~‘~x~P) generates 
a normal subgroup of P (this follows from the fact that 
?,~‘(a(.K).K~‘)?.=(a(~‘~‘)).)-‘(a().~’ ZC)(J.-lx)-‘) for all x and y in P), 
and, since H is a point stabilizer in a transitive permutation group, H must 
be core-free in P. Therefore, if a = 1, then x = 1. Finally, suppose J E R. 
Then conjugation by 11 determines an automorphism u of P. Since J nor- 
malizes H, x must fix H. Hence %x,4. Now Z(X) = ~-‘xJ for all XE P and 
so R%(x) = Ry ‘SJ = Rqv. Thus a maps the coset Rx into Rx>?. It follows 
that a = J*. We now see that the mapping cz -+ a is an isomorphism of A 
onto R. Therefore R 2 Y 1 Aul,Hl(H). In this isomorphism, the subgroup H 
corresponds to the subgroup Inn,(P). Hence R/H is isomorphic to 
N Aul,H,( H)/Inn,,(P). But this is isomorphic to Q/P since Q = PR and 
PnR=H. 
3. THE MAIS RESULTS 
All of the results in this section deal with the following situation which 
we denote by (CD): 
Assume G is a group with a normal subgroup M, K is a normal sub- 
group of A4, and N is the normalizer of K in G. The distinct conjugates in 
G of K are Ki for i in some index set I with 111 > 1. We assume 
that M = l-Ii,, (M/K,). The homomorphisms CJ E Hom(G, G/M) and 
e E Hom( N, N/K) are the natural projections, while x E Hom( N/K, G/M) is 
defined by cr(Kn) = Mn for all n E N. (Note that ze = otV.) 
In (@), the assumption that 111 > 1 is equivalent to N # G. Without this 
assumption, some of the following results still are true but they are unin- 
teresting since they are completely trivial. The results of this paper are 
direct consequences of the following theorem. 
3.1. THEOREM. Assume (@) and suppose M*, N*, and K* are sub- 
groups of G such that K* Q M* < N* < N,(K*) and M* d G. Let 
the homomorphisms o* E Hom(G, G/M*), e* E Hom(N*, N*/K*), and 
r* E Hom(N*/K*, G/M*) be defined by 
o*(g) = M*g, e*(n*) = K*n*, a*(K*n*) = M*n* 
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for all g E G and n* E N*. Assume finally that p is an isomorphism of G/M* 
onto GfM and ,a is an isomorphism qf N*/K* onto N/K such that up = pa*. 
Then G has an endomorphism y such that 
(1) Kny(G)=y(K*); Mny(G)=y(M*); Nny(G)=;(N*). 
(2) ay=po*; pe* =e-;,.. 
(3) The kernel of7 is nxeG x-‘K*.w. 
(4) G= K,y(G)for all iEZ. 
If T is a right transversal of N* in G and if V = fl x E T .Y ~ ’ K*x, we also have 
the following: 
(a) 7 is one-to-one if, and only if, V = 1. 
(b) 7 is onto if, and only ifi M*/ V = n, E r (M*/x ~ ‘K*x). 
Proof: First note that N/M= z(N/K) = a,u(N*/K*) = pa*(N*/K*) = 
p(N*/M*). Since p is one-to-one, p(M*g) E N:M if, and only if, ge N*. 
Now let T be a right transversal of N* in G. Then {c*(t) ( t E T} is a right 
transversal of N*/M* in G/M* and so (pa*(t) ( t E T) is a right transversal 
of N/M in G/M. It now follows that ( TI = 111 and for each i E Z, there exists 
t,E T such that XC’Kx= K, for all I satisfying MXE (N/M) pa*(ti). 
Certainly T= { tiI ie I}, and since N* normalizes K*, we see that 
{t; ‘K*t,( iE Z} contains all conjugates of K* but duplication could occur if 
N* < N,( K* ). 
Clearly V=nic,t;‘K*tiaG. Let r=po* and /J=pe*. Then T is a 
homomorphism of G onto GIM, /I is a homomorphism of N* onto N/K, 
{.x E G 1 r(x) E N/M} = N*, and 
ap=ape*= pr*e* = ~(a*),~. = T,.. 
Hence, Theorem 4.1(2) of [S] implies the existence of a homomorphism 7 
of G into itself such that T = a)! and /? = c!,~. Then 
pa* = q! and pe* = ey,%,.. 
Since p is one-to-one and pa*(ker(y))=q$ker(y))= 1, we have 
ker(y) < ker(a*) < M*. In particular, ker(y) < N*. Then pe*(ker(y)) = 1. It 
follows from the fact that p is one-to-one that ker(y) d ker(e*) = K*. Now 
ker(y) & G and so 
ker(y) < n x-‘K*x= V. 
.r E G 
From M*=ker(pa*)= ker(uy)= {x~Gly(x)~ker(a)}, we conclude that 
y(x) E M if and only if x E M*. Hence 
y(G)nM=y(M*). 
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In particular, if T(X) E K, then I E N*. But 
K*=ker(~e*)=ker(ey.,,)=(.u~N*(y(x)~K)={x~GIy(.u)~K}. 
Thus, y(x) E K if and only if ,Y E K*. Therefore, 
y(G)n K=;'(K*). 
Also, NiK= pe*(N*) = ey(N*) =y(N*)&/K. Hence N=;p(N*)K. But then 
~(G)~N=;I(N*)K~~(G)=;I(N*)(K~~(G)) 
=;:(N*)-~(K*)=;I(N*K*)=;I(N*). 
Now let hi=-y(tj). Then Mh,=a;l(t,)=po*(ti)=p(M*t,)~(N:‘M)po*(t~). 
Hence h;'Kh,= K, and. since h,~y(G). 
;'(t;'K*t,)=h,-'(;'(G)nK)hi=y(G)nKi. 
We now need a lemma 
3.2. LEMMA. Suppose yi~G for icl. Then 
II / (0 (;'K*iil.;)=7(G)n~,K,~o;I). 
i6 I 
Proof: First assume .Y E ni, I r,- 'K*t, y,. Then 
y(x)~y(t,-'K*t,y;)= (Ki n?(G)) y(yi). 
Since y( yi) E y(G), we have (Kin y(G)) y( yi) = Kiy( y,) n y(G). Hence 
i' (7 t;'K*tiy; 
( 
cy(G)n n KJ(J,). 
iEl > is/ 
Now suppose .YE y(G) n fiic, Kig( yr). Then x = y(x) for some YE G with 
7(y)=niE,Kiy(yi). Now y(y~,:')~y(G) n K;=y(t,-'K*t,). Since ker(y)d 
V< t;-lK*t,, we conclude that 
yy:' E t,:'K*t I. 
This implies that x= ME y(n,,, t;'K*t,~~) and the proof of the lemma 
is complete. 
If in this lemma, we set yi = 1 for all i E Z, we obtain 
y(V)=y(G)n n Kj= 1 
1Gl 
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Since we had shown previously that V> ker(y). we see that V is the kernel 
of y. Then, 7 is one-to-one if and only if V= 1. 
Now G/M=pa*(G)=r;(G)=y(G)M/M and so G=y(G)M. Since 
N=~(N*)KE~(G)K and M<N, we obtain G=y(G)K, It follows from 
this that G = y(G) Ki for all iE Z. Hence 
Then y(G)=G if and only if y(G)=(liE,Kiy(G). By Lemma2.1(2) of 
[S], this is equivalent to y(G) n M= nis, (y(G) n M)/(y(G) n Ki). Since 
y(G) n M= y( M*), since y(G) n Ki = y(r; ‘K*t,), and since the kernel of y is 
V= nie, t;‘K*ti, it follows that 7 is onto if and only if 
M*/‘V= n (M*/t;‘K*ti)= n (M*jx-‘K*x). 
iel YET 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
The next few results take Theorem 3.1 and put it into more convenient 
forms for application. 
3.3. THEOREM. Assume (@). Assume that M*, N*, and K* are subgroups 
of G such that K* < M* < N* < No(K*) and M* -a G. Define the 
homomorphisms a* E Hom(G, G/M*), e* E Hom(N*, N*/K*), and z* E 
Hom(N*/K*, G/M*) by 
a*(g)=M*g, e*(n*) = K*n*, a*(K*n*) = M*n* 
for all g E G and n* E N*. Assume that K* is core-free in G and that at least 
one of the following holds: 
(a) G is a finite group. 
(b) M*=nx.,T M*/x-‘K*x where T is some right transversal of N* 
in G. 
Then the following are true. 
(1) Assume y is an isomorphism of GfM onto G/M* and p is an 
isomorphism of NfK onto N*/K*. If pr = cr*u, then G has an automorphism y 
such that y(K) = K*, y(M) = M*, y(N) = N*, a*;r = pa, and e*yN = ue. 
(2) G has an automorphism that maps K, M, and N onto K*, M*, and 
N*, respectively, tf and only if there is an isomorphism p of GfM onto G/M* 
and an isomorphism u of N/K onto N*/K* such that pa = a*u. 
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Proof. Assume p is an isomorphism of G/M onto G’M* and /.I is an 
isomorphism of N/K onto N*/K* such that pa =a*~. Then p-l is an 
isomorphism of G/M* onto G/M, pL-’ is an isomorphism of N*/K* onto 
N/K, and XP ’ = p ~~ ‘Y*. By applying the previous theorem, we conclude 
that G must have an endomorphism $ such that Kn$(G)=$(K*), 
Mn$(G)=$(M*), Nn$(G)=II/(N*), o$=pP’o*, and pP1e*=ell/,V.. 
Since K* is core-free in G, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that $ is one-to-one. 
If G is finite, this implies that $ is onto. If G is not finite, then (b) holds 
and it follows from Theorem 3.1 that + is onto. Hence in all cases, $ is an 
automorphism of G. Then $(G) = G and $ must map K*, M*, and N* 
onto K, M, and N, respectively. If 7 = $ - ‘, then y(K) = K*, -y(M) = M*, 
T(N) = N*, o*g = po, and e*y,v = Fe. 
We now have proved (1). Obviously, this also proves the “if’ of (2). Now 
assume that 7 is an automorphism of G which maps K. M, and N onto K*, 
M*, and N*, respectively. Define p on G/M and p on N/K by 
p(Mg) = M*y(G) and p(Kn) = K*y(n) for all gE G and n E N. Then p is an 
isomorphism of G/M onto G/M* and p is an isomorphism of N/K onto 
N*IK*. Furthermore, 
pr(Kn) = p(Mn) = M*-y(n) = r*(K*y(n)) = cr*p(Kn) 
for all n E N and so pr = e*p. Thus (2) is proved. 
3.4. THEOREM. Assume (@). Let A be the group of all automorphisms of 
G which map K onto K. Let B be the subgroup of Aut(G/M) x Aut(N/K) 
consisting of all ordered pairs (p, p) where p is an automorphism of G/M 
which maps N/M onto N/M, p is an automorphism of N/K which maps MfK 
onto M/K, and such that rp = pa. Then B z A/Inn,(G). 
Proof. The equation ccp = pz is equivalent to stating that p and p 
induce the same automorphism of N/M. Note that since M is the normal 
closure in G of K (this follows from the fact that 1 II > 1) and since N is the 
normalizer of G of K, every element of A fixes all three of the subgroups K, 
M, and N. Now if 7 E A, then 7 induces an automorphism p of G/M and an 
automorphism p of q/K. Then it is easy to see that (p, P)E B. In this way 
we get a mapping of A into B. This mapping is a homomorphism and the 
kernel of this mapping consists of all automorphisms of G which fix each 
element of G/M and N/K. Corollary 3.2 of [IS] now implies that this kernel 
is Inn,(G). Thus to prove the theorem, we need to show that each element 
of B is the image of something in A. 
Assume then that (p, p) E B. Then a~ = par. If we set K*, M*, and N* 
equal to K, M. and N, respectively, we may apply Theorem 3.3 to obtain 
an automorphism y of G which fixes the subgroups K, M, and N and which 
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satisfies the equations pa = a7 and ,ue = pi,,,. Then 7 E A and for g E G and 
n E N, we have 
p(Mg) = pa(g) = oy( 8) = Md g) 
and 
p(Kn) =pe(n) = r!(n) = K;(n). 
Therefore, both p and p are induced by 7. Hence 7 is mapped onto (p, p) 
and the proof is complete. 
Note that since K is core-free in G, Inn,(G) is isomorphic to K. Thus if 
we can compute B, then the theorem determines A up to solving an exten- 
sion problem. In any event, the index of A in Aut(G) is the same as the 
number of distinct images of K under Aut(G) and A Inn(G) consists of all 
automorphisms 7 of G such that -y(K) and K are conjugate in G. Also, since 
N is the normalizer of K in G, A n Inn(G) = Inn,(G). It follows from the 
theorem that A Inn(G)!Inn(G) is isomorphic to B;N,, where N, is the 
image of Inn,V(G) under the homomorphism mapping A onto B. Clearly N, 
is isomorphic to Inn& G)/Inn,( G). 
One special case deserves mention. Suppose G is a finite group and M is 
the only nonabelian minimal normal subgroup in G. If we choose K to be 
the product of all but one of the simple direct factors of M, then (a) is 
satisfied and y(K) is conjugate to K for every automorphism 1’ of G. Then 
A Inn(G) = Aut(G) and Inn,*,(G) z A4 since Mn Z(G) = 1. Identifying M 
with Inn,+,(G) and K with Inn,(G), we see that M is a minimal normal 
subgroup of Aut(G). Then, by [S, 4.1( 1 )], Aut(G) is an induced extension 
and so Aut(G) is determined by the groups Aut(G)jM and A/K (note that 
A is the normalizer of K in Aut(G)). The group A/K is described in 
Theorem 3.4; Aut(G)/M has Inn(G)/M as a normal subgroup and the 
factor group is isomorphic to A Inn(G)/Inn(G) 2 B/N,. Thus Aut(G)/M is 
an extension of G/Z(G)M by B/N,. If we can compute B and N, and 
assuming we know G/‘Z(G)M, then we could find Aut(G) provided we can 
solve the extension problem to find Aut(G)/M. 
4. EXAMPLES 
Let P be a transitive permutation group on the set I with [I/> 1, let H be 
the stabilizer in P of some fixed point i, in Z, let R be any nonidentity 
group, and let M= R’ be the group consisting of all functions defined on I 
with values in R. The wreath product R Wr (P, I) is the semidirect product 
of M by P where the elements of P act on M by permuting the arguments 
of the functions in M. Let G = R Wr (P, I), let N = MH, and let K be 
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all functions in M satisfying f(i,,) = 1. Then G, MT N, and K satisfy the 
conditions in (a). 
It is easy to see that N/Kg R x H, where M/K is identified with R. Also, 
G.‘Mz P with N!M identified with H. Using the same notations as in 
Theorem 3.4, suppose (p. p) E B. Then p is an automorphism of R x H 
which fixes the subgroup R. From Lemma 2.1, the group of all 
automorphisms of the direct product Rx H which fix R is isomorphic to 
the semidirect product of Hom(H, Z(R)) with (Aut( R) x Aut( H)). Now p 
is an automorphism of P which fixes H. Hence, p can be any element of 
N Aul,P,(H). But p and p must induce the same automorphism of N/M. 
Thus once p is chosen, and if p is the automorphism of H obtained 
by restricting p to H, then p can be any element of the coset 
Hom( H, Z(R)) Aut( R)p. It now follows that the group B is isomorphic 
to the semidirect product of Hom(H, Z(R)) and (Aut( R) x NAu,,P,(H)). 
Note that the elements of N AUt,P)(H) induce automorphisms of H while 
the elements of Aut(R) induce automorphisms of Z(R). In this way, 
Hom( H, Z(R)) is acted upon by (Aut(R) x NAullP,( H)). 
Suppose ;’ E Inn,(G). Let p and p be the automorphisms of G/M 
and N/K, respectively, induced by 7. Then p can be any element of 
Inn,(P) while p must belong to Inn(R)p. It follows that N,. the image of 
Inn,v(G) in B is Inn(R) x Inn,(P). This is a normal subgroup of 
Hom(H, Z(R))(Aut(R) x NAut,P, (H)) and the factor group is isomorphic 
the semidirect product 
;:ut(R) x 
of the groups Hom(H, Z(R)) and 
(N A,,,,,(H)/InnH(P))). We summarize our results so far. 
4.1. THEOREM. With the notation as above and bcith A the group of all 
automorphisms of G which jix the supgroup K, \ve have the followYng: 
A/Inn,(G) 2 Hom( H, Z( R))(Aut( R) x NAut,P,( H)) 
and 
A Inn(G)/Inn(G) 2 Hom(H, Z(R))(Out(R) x (N,,,,.,(H)/Inn,(P))). 
Consider now the case of a standard wreath product. This is the same as 
before only with H = 1. Then A/Inn,(G) is isomorphic to Aut(R) x Aut(P) 
while A Inn(G)/Inn(G) is isomorphic to Out(R) x Aut( P). 
Note that in this theorem no finiteness assumptions are required but if I 
is an infinite set, then G is assumed to be the unrestricted wreath product. 
Also note that Lemma 2.2 may provide an easy way to compute 
h’ .“,,,,(H)/Inn,(P). For example, if p is a prime and P is a Sylow p-sub- 
group of the symmetric group S of degree p”, then the normalizer of P in S 
is known [2]. It follows that in this case N,,,,,,(H)/Inn,(P) is the direct 
product of m copies of a cyclic group of order p - 1. 
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Now the cosets of A in Am(G) are in one-to-one correspondence with 
the distinct images of K under Aut(G). Finding all these images is com- 
plicated by the fact that M may not be a characteristic subgroup of G. 
(Whether or not M is characteristic when H= 1 was determined by 
Neumann [IO]. When HZ 1, the question is still open although some 
conditions sufficient for M to be characteristic are given in [ 1,4].) For 
now we give an upper bound in the finite case of the order of the group of 
all automorphisms of G which fix M. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let P be a transitioe permutation group of the finite set I 
and let H be the stabilizer of a point. Let R be any finite group, let 
G = R Wr (P, I) and let M be the subgroup R’. Then 
6 IHom(K Z(R))1 LWR)I l~A,,~p,(H)l(lRl lHom(R, R)I)“‘p’. 
Proof: If 111 = 1, then G = R and the result is trivial. Assume 111 > 1 and 
let K be the direct product of all but one copy of R. Let A = N,,,,,,(K) and 
.40 = N*,,,c, (M). Then A <A, and the order of A/Inn,(G) is given by 
Theorem 4.1. Since IInn,(G)( = IRI = JR/ ‘I1 ~ ‘, the theorem will follow if we 
can show that the index of A in A, is at most IHom(R, R)“’ -‘. This index 
is the same as the number of distinct subgroups L in G such that y(K) = L 
for some yEAo. 
Suppose then that 7 E A0 and L = y(K). Now y fixes M and so L must be 
a normal subgroup of M and the factor M/L is isomorphic to R. Since 
G = PM and since K is core-free in G, we must have 
This implies that if D = C,+,(P) then L n D = 1. But D s R. Now M = LD 
follows from the fact that JM/L( = IDJ. Hence L is a normal complement o 
D in M. Clearly there is a unique homomorphism i of M onto D such that 
ker(1) = L and l.(d) = d for all de D. Thus we obtain 
Since M= R’, any homomorphism of M into D really is an ordered 
)I[-tuple of homomorphisms of R into D. The condition that i(d) = d for 
all de D implies that ((II - 1) of the homomorphisms used to define i 
uniquely determine the (11th. (Of course it may not be possible given 
choices of the first (III - 1) homomorphisms to find the last one so that 
A(d) = d but we are only claiming an upper bound.) Hence [A, : A] is at 
most IHom( R, D)“- ‘. Since D is isomorphic to R, the theorem follows. 
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We now give the theorem on standard wreath products mentioned in the 
Introduction. Recall that a finite group is a special dihedral group [ 10, 
p. 3621 if it is a semidirect product AR, where A is a normal abelian group 
of odd order, B is a group of order 2, and the generator of B conjugates 
each element of A into its inverse. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let R and P be finite nonidentity groups and let G be the 
standard wreath product R Wr P. Assume that \Pj # 2 or that R is not a 
special dihedral group. Then 
(Aut(G)I < IAut(R)I lAut(P)l(IRI IHom(R, R)j)‘r’-~‘. 
If 1 PJ > 2 and equality holds then R and P are both p-groups for some prime 
p and R is abelian. Concersely, tf R and P are both p-groups H’ith R abelian 
and IRJ and\ PI are not both 2, then 
\Aut(G)I = (Aut(R)I IAut(P)I((RI JHom(R, R)Ilp’-‘. 
Proof: Let M and K be as in the previous theorem. It follows from 
[ 10,9.12] that M is a characteristic subgroup of G. Then applying the 
previous result with H= 1 yields 
IAut(G)I d IAut(R)I JAut(P)I(IRI IHom(R, R)I)lP’mm’. 
Suppose now that 1 PI B 2 and equality occurs in the above. Let D be as 
defined in the proof of Theorem 4.2, let (PI = n, and let p denote the 
isomorphism of R onto D which maps the element x into the n-tuple 
(x, s, . ..) x). 
The argument used in Theorem 4.2 shows that we may choose any n - 1 
homomorphisms of R into D and still find an nth homomorphism of R into 
D such that this n-tuple of homomorphisms defines a homomorphism i. of 
M into D satisfying E.(d) = d for all dE D. In particular, if m < n, we could 
pick m homomorphisms equal to p and n -m - 1 homomorphisms to be 
the homomorphism mapping every element of R to the identity of D. In 
order for J(d) to be d for all dE D, there would have to be a 
homomorphism c( of R into D such that s~(x)=~(x)-(‘+~). This would 
imply that the function fi defined on R by fix) = .x-(‘+” must be an 
endomorphism of R for all m such that 0 <m < n - 1. Since n is at least 3, 
nz can be 2 and the mapping x + x ’ is an endomorphism of R. Hence R is 
abelian. 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that in order for equality to occur, 
every complement to D in M must be the image of K under some 
automorphism of G. It follows from this that if L is a subgroup of M such 
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that M=DxL, then ILnx-‘Lx1 = /RI”‘-* if x is any nonidentity 
element of P. Let p be a prime dividing IP( and let P, be a Sylow p-sub- 
group of P. Suppose q is a prime dividing ]RI and such that q # p. Then if 
Q is a Sylow q-subgroup of M we must have 
Q = C,(P,) x ct.29 PO1 
and so [Q, PO] n D = 1. Further, it is not difficult to see that (Q n D) has a 
complement in C,(P,). Hence Q = (Q n D) x Q, for some subgroup Q, 
which is normalized by P,. Now let U be the Hall q’-subgroup of M. Since 
D is the diagonal subgroup of M, (Un D) must have complement U,, in U. 
Now let L = U,QO. Then L is a complement to D in M and 
.u-lLxnLaQ,, where x is some nonidentity element of P,. But then 
(x-‘Lxn L)D contains Q, a Sylow q-subgroup of M. Since [MI = ]RJtPi 
and since 1(x-‘Lxn L)DI = IR(IPIp’, it follows that q cannot divide (RI. 
Hence R must be a p-group. If I PI were divisible by a second prime r, then 
the same argument would yield that R is an r-group. We now see that if 
equality occurs, then R and P must be p-groups for some prime p and R is 
abelian. 
In order to complete the proof, we must show that equality does occur if 
R and P are p-groups with R abelian and IPI and /RI are not both 2. Since 
R is abelian, the argument in Theorem 4.2 shows that this is equivalent to 
showing that if L is any complement to D in M, then there exists an 
automorphism y of G such that y(K) = L. Therefore assume M= D x L. If L 
were not core-free in G, then since G is a p-group, L would have to contain 
an element of Z(G). But Z(G) = C,+,(P) = D. Hence L is a core-free sub- 
group of G. Now let M* = N* = M and K* = L. The normalizer N of K in 
G is just A4. Let p be the identity automorphism of G/M. Since 
MfKz R 2 M/L, there is an isomorphism p of N/K onto N*/K*. Since 
N/M= 1, both p and p induce the same mapping on N/M. Theorem 3.3(2) 
now implies that there is an automorphism y of G such that y(K) = L. The 
proof of the theorem is complete. 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let G = R Wr P, where R is a cyclic group of order 
pm > 1 and P is a cyclic group of order p” > 1. Assume pm and p” are not both 
2. Then, ift=2mp”-m+n-2, 
(Aut(G)I = (p- 1)‘~‘. 
Proof: Since ]Aut(R)( =(p-l)p”-‘, ]Aut(P)]=(p-1)~“~‘, and 
]Hom(R, R)I = pm, this follows directly from the theorem. 
Houghton in [7] determines the automorphism group of the wreath 
product of two cyclic groups and, with a little work, it can be shown that 
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his results agree with the above. Houghton obtains more information 
about the automorphism group than just its order and his cyclic groups 
need not be p-groups. On the other hand, the other cases covered by 
Theorem 4.3 seem to be new. 
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